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How to test your gravimetric feeder’s
performance
Norman R. Johnson and Steve Musser

Merrick Industries Inc.

Whether you’re testing the performance of a
gravimetric feeder before or after the feeder is
installed in your process, you need to ensure that the
test method gives accurate results.

Cómo evaluar el rendimiento de un
dosificador gravimétrico
A la hora de evaluar el rendimiento de un
dosificador gravimétrico bien sea antes o después
de incorporarlo al proceso de producción, es
preciso asegurarse de que el método de
evaluación empleado ofrezca resultados precisos.

Wie die Leistung ihrer GravitationsFörderanlage ermittelt werden kann
Egal ob sie die Leistung ihrer GravitationsFörderanlage vor oder nach der Installation in
ihrem Prozess ermitteln, macht keinen
Unterschied. Sie müssen sicherstellen, dass ihre
Testmethode akkurate Resultate wiedergibt.

Comment tester la performance de votre
doseur gravimétrique
Que vous testiez la performance de votre doseur
gravimétrique avant ou après son intégration au
processus, il faut vous assurer de la fiabilité de la
méthode de test.

A

gravimetric feeder delivers a material by weight at a
controlled rate. Two types are available: a weighbelt
feeder and a loss-in-weight feeder. The weighbelt feeder is a
belt conveyor equipped with a scale and a controller; the scale
weighs material as it passes over the belt, and the controller
uses the weight information to control the belt speed and,
hence, the feedrate, as material discharges from the belt into
the process. A loss-in-weight feeder includes a supply hopper,
a scale, and a discharge device; the discharge device delivers
material from the supply hopper to the process at a rate
determined by weighing the material remaining in the
hopper.

To have confidence in your test results, you need to test
the feeder under laboratory conditions and with appropriate
standards. A typical test involves delivering your material
with the feeder and taking several material samples (typically
30 to give statistically meaningful results) from the feeder’s
discharge flow. By weighing each sample on a laboratoryquality reference scale and using statistical methods to
evaluate the results, you can calculate the feedrate and
determine whether the feeder is delivering material to your
process with the accuracy you need.

Regardless of the type of gravimetric feeder you use,
testing the feeder’s performance with your material is
important to ensure that the feeder meets the manufacturer’s
accuracy specifications. An accurate gravimetric feeder can
improve your product quality, help control production costs,
and help you track inventory.

The terms used in this article to describe gravimetric
feeder performance are accuracy and repeatability. Accuracy is
the feeder’s ability to deliver material to the process at a given
setpoint rate. For instance, “±0.5 percent of setpoint” accuracy
means the unit’s feedrate is ±0.5 percent of the setpoint
(desired) rate, Repeatability is the feeder’s ability to consistently

Defining gravimetric feeder performance
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deliver material to the process at a given setpoint rate. For
instance, a ±0.25 percent repeatability means that any feedrate
sample weight is ±25 percent of the mean value of all samples.

up higher on the belt before collapsing and avalanching from
the head pulley into the process. To test a weighbelt feeder
handling a material with a high angle of repose, use a longer
sampling time to account for the pulsation effect.

The importance of sampling time

The time required for one belt revolution directly affects
controlling the instantaneous feedrate. The feeder is calibrated
by weighing the empty belt or belt sections. This weight
measurement — typically the average belt weight for one
revolution — is stored in the controller and, during feeding,
subtracted from the loaded belt’s gross weight to determine
the material weight. Thus, if the controller senses any weight
fluctuations caused by the belt weight (rather than the
material weight) for any less than one belt revolution (for
instance, because of a belt splice or a difference in belt tension),
the controller will compensate for this variation as if it were
caused by the material loading. That is, the controller will
speed up or slow down the belt, which varies the material
loading and produces an instantaneous feedrate that’s too high
or too low.

The objective of a feeder test is to determine as closely as
possible the instantaneous feedrate delivered to the process at
the feeder’s discharge point. Because feedrate is a function of
time, you need to determine how much time is required to
obtain a representative sample from the feeder’s discharge flow
— for instance, whether material collected over a 10-second
or a 1-minute sampling time is representative. Considering
two factors, the material’s residence time in the process and
the feeder type, will help you determine the right sampling
time for your test.
Material’s residence time in the process. The material’s
residence time in the process is important because in a process
with a long residence time, such as when the material will be
mixed later in the process, the instantaneous feedrate can
fluctuate slightly without affecting the product quality. But
in a process with a short residence time, such as in a packaging
line in which the material residence time is zero, even a slight
feedrate fluctuation can impair the product quality.
Feeder type. The feeder type also affects the sampling
time because each type operates and discharges differently,
which affects its instantaneous feedrate. The following
information explains how to determine the right sampling
time for both a weighbelt and a loss-in-weight feeder.
For a weighbelt feeder, sampling time depends on the
material’s angle of repose and the time required for one belt
revolution. The material’s angle of repose directly correlates
with the feeder’s pulsation effect, which is caused by the
repeated material buildup–avalanche cycle from the head
pulley. A material with a high angle of repose, as shown in
Figure 1, creates larger pulsations because material can build

Figure 1
Pulsations caused by material with high angle
of repose on weighbelt feeder

For a loss-in-weight feeder, sampling time depends on
the supply hopper capacity and the type of discharge device.
The supply hopper capacity is important because the loss-inweight feeder’s resolution is spread over the entire weight of
material in the hopper. For instance, consider a feeder that
measures the supply hopper net weight to a 1-to-40,000
resolution (0.0025 percent of net weight per count.) A count
is a fraction of a unit of weight based on a digital scale’s
conversion of an analog weight unit to a certain number of
digital counts. To measure the feeder’s repeatability to ±0.25
percent, one count must be no more than 0.0625 percent of
the sample because, according to metrological principles, an
ideal sample is at least 4 counts (0.0625 multiplied by 4 is
0.25). So to test the loss-in-weight feeder, you need to use a
sampling time at least 400 counts of the supply hopper
capacity: that is, 0.0025 percent multiplied by 400 is 1
percent, so the minimum sampling time produces a sample
size 1 percent of the supply hopper capacity. (Depending on
the feeder’s accuracy range, a feeder manufacturer typically
specifies sample sizes of 0.5 percent to 2.0 percent of the
supply hopper capacity.)

The type of discharge device also helps
determine sampling time.
The type of discharge device also helps determine
sampling time. One of two devices — screw or vibrating pan
— is commonly used with a loss-in-weight feeder based on
the material flow properties. A screw device reliably feeds freeflowing powders, such as carbon black. The device’s discharge
forms pulsations because each time the screw flight crosses the
discharge opening’s edge, as shown in Figure 2, the material
flow is temporarily restricted. Thus, sampling time for a lossin-weight feeder using a screw discharge device must include
at least one screw revolution to average the pulsation.
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Figure 2
Pulsations forming as screw flight crosses
discharge opening’s edge on loss-in-weight feeder

Again, based on metrological principles, this requires using a
reference scale with an accuracy of ±0.0625 percent to be
confident in the results.
How to take samples
Common sampling methods include using a bucket
brigade, a diverter chute, locomotion, a belt scale, and a gainin-weight system, but not all methods provide the repeatable
results you need for accurate testing. The following
information about each method covers its equipment,
operation, advantages, and disadvantages.

A vibrating pan reliably feeds nonfloodable materials,
such as granules, and can gently feed a fibrous or lumpy
material without degrading it. Sampling time for a loss-inweight feeder with a vibrating pan depends on the material’s
angle of repose and particle size. For instance, chopped
fiberglass has a high angle of repose, but its small particle size
prevents buildup and avalanching and permits you to use a
short sampling time. A material with a high angle of repose
and a large particle size, such as wood chips, would build up
and avalanche, requiring a longer sampling time.

You also need to accurately weigh each
sample on another scale, called the
reference scale, to the same degree of
accuracy.
How to establish accurate time and weight
measurements
After you’ve determined the sampling time, you need to
establish accurate time and weight measurements for the test.
Measuring time accurately is important because the feedrate
is based on time. For instance, if you’re measuring a
gravimetric feeder’s repeatability to ±0.25 percent, you need
to measure time to a repeatability of ±0.0625 percent (onefourth of 0.25) because, according to metrological principles,
you need a gauge at least 4 times as accurate as the
measurement you’re making to be confident in the results.
Thus, to take 1-minute samples, you need to measure time
with a repeatability of 60 seconds multiplied by 0.0625
percent, which is 0.0375 second. A computer controller can
provide this time measurement accuracy during sampling,
but no human operator using a stopwatch can.
You also need to accurately weigh each sample on another
scale, called the reference scale, to the same degree of accuracy.

Bucket brigade. A bucket brigade is the most common
manual sampling method and is typically used after the feeder
is installed in a process line. Equipment includes several
containers (each marked with its net weight), a timepiece
(such as a stopwatch) to measure at least 1⁄10 -second
increments, and a reference scale. A trained operator inserts
the container into the feeder’s discharge flow and
simultaneously starts measuring time. Precisely at the end of
the sampling time, the operator withdraws the container from
the flow. The operator repeats this procedure until all the
samples are taken. Each sample is weighed on the reference
scale, and these results are used to calculate the feedrate.
The method’s advantage is that it’s simple to use for a
quick, inline process check. The disadvantages are that the
samples aren’t contiguous and the operator can’t achieve a
repeatability of ±0.0375 second for 1-minute sampling times
because a human can’t operate this quickly. Even if an operator
could achieve repeatability of ±0.1 second for 1-minute
sampling times, which would be excellent, and assuming the
reference scale is absolutely accurate, this would still measure
the feedrate to only ±0.67 percent accuracy.
Diverter chute. This method can be used in a process line
or a laboratory. Equipment includes a pneumatically or
electrically operated diverter chute located in the feeder’s
discharge flow, two containers located below the diverter
chute, an actuator with an electronic timer that controls the
diverter chute, and a reference scale. When the actuator
signals the diverter chute to operate, the chute moves at a
precise time, diverting the discharge flow into first one
container and then the other, to obtain representative samples.
Each container is removed, weighed on the reference scale, and
emptied while the other container is filling.
Advantages include the electronic timer’s automated,
precise control of the sampling time, which gives more
repeatable results than the bucket brigade, as well as the
system’s relatively low cost compared with most other
laboratory methods and its ability to be used in some process
lines. Disadvantages are that the samples aren’t contiguous
and that some materials tend to build up on the chute surfaces
and can cause avalanching. Some material can also accumulate
on a container’s edges as the diverter chute moves to the other
container.
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Locomotion. Locomotion, used in the laboratory, is an
alternative to using the diverter chute. The method requires
containers, a belt conveyor, and a reference scale. The
containers are placed end-to-end on the belt conveyor,
forming a continuous train that passes through the feeder’s
discharge flow at a constant rate. Each container is removed
and weighed on the reference scale.
The method’s advantage is that, correctly implemented,
it gives more repeatable results because the samples are
contiguous. Disadvantages are that the method is probably
the costliest of all the sampling methods, material tends to
build up on the container edges, and you must precisely
control the conveyor’s speed to move each container through
the discharge flow at the same time interval, ±0.0625 percent.
Belt scale. The containers and reference scale used in the
locomotion method can be replaced by a belt conveyor
incorporating a scale that’s linked with a data logging system
and located under the feeder’s discharge flow. The belt scale
can indicate the instantaneous feedrate at several intervals
(such as at 1-second intervals); the data is recorded for later
analysis by the data logging system.
The method’s advantage is that it incorporates the
locomotion components into one system, at less cost. One
disadvantage is that the method may be useful only for
evaluating trends to infer feeder reliability. This is because the
belt scale can’t be calibrated to the ±0.05 percent repeatability
needed to test a feeder to ±0.25 percent repeatability. But the
belt scale can achieve a ±0.125 percent repeatability, which
would allow you to test a feeder to ±0.5 percent repeatability
with confidence. Another disadvantage is that the belt speed
must be constantly maintained within ±0.0625 percent,
limiting the belt scale’s size and the feeder capacity you can test.
Gain-in-weight system. The gain-in-weight system is
used in a laboratory. Equipment includes a container placed
on a reference scale and located under the feeder’s discharge
flow. As the material continuously discharges, a weight
reading is taken at precise time intervals (usually controlled
automatically by an electronic timer). Each weight reading,
minus the previously accumulated weight, represents the
sample weight.
Advantages are that you can easily adjust the sampling
time to determine whether a 1-, 10-, or 30-second or 1minute sampling time is best for the material and that you
don’t need multiple containers. The disadvantage is that the
method’s results aren’t reliable. The reference scale’s capacity
must be large enough to accommodate the accumulated
weight of all samples and, because a reference scale’s accuracy
is standardized (or normalized) to full scale, even a scale with
a ±0.05 percent accuracy won’t give the required accuracy for
individual samples.
You can improve the gain-in-weight system by using two
reference scales that are each sized to weigh just twice the
sample weight, which accommodates the weight of the
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container plus one sample. A container is placed on one scale
located in the feeder’s discharge flow. To start sampling, a
weight reading is automatically taken at the same moment
sampling time starts. At the end of the desired time, a second
weight reading is taken and the container is removed and
emptied. The discharge flow is diverted to a container on the
second scale, and the process is repeated, diverting the flow
from one scale to the other until all the samples are obtained.
Besides being the least costly method you can use in the
laboratory, another advantage of the two-scale method is that
you can take weight readings continuously, allowing you to
evaluate the discharge flow to determine any pulsation’s
magnitude. The scale capacity is also closer to the sample size,
which achieves better repeatability. One disadvantage is that
the discharge flow’s impact on each scale may affect weighing
accuracy because of the scale’s small capacity. Also, unlike the
single-scale gain-in-weight method, the samples aren’t
contiguous and the material is aerated during the entire
process, rather than settling in the container.
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For further reading
Find more information on gravimetric feeders in articles
listed under “Feeders” in Powder and Bulk Engineering/International’s article index at PBE/I’s website, www.pbeinter
national.com, and in books available in the website’s
Bookstore. Additional articles and other resources are
available in the Article Archive on Powder and Bulk
Engineering’s website, www.powderbulk.com. (All articles in
PBE’s Article Archive are available free to registered users.)
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